What’s the Scoop?

Imagine if you could make up your own ice cream flavor. What would you call it? Sprinkle this page with color and name your flavor!

My flavor is called: ______________________
Pete the Cat has so many scoops of ice cream in his cone! Color them all in and then count how many there are.

We All Scream for Ice Cream!

Pete has _____ scoops of ice cream!
It’s Always Cool
to Be a Good Friend!

Pete’s friends need his help, and Pete knows it’s always cool to be kind! Connect Pete to his friends by drawing a line from the words to the picture they describe.

Where is Pete keeping Gus the Platypus company on the bench?

Where is Pete helping Grumpy Toad fix a flat tire on his motorcycle?

Where is Pete helping Callie clean up the park?
The A-Maze-Ing Race to the Ice Cream Truck!

Help Pete get to the Just Chillin’ ice cream truck before it closes!